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SUMMARY ](D
Computed properties are presented that characterize electron emission with a termi-
nated image potential for fields from 106 to 108 volts per centimeter, temperatures from
0 ° to 3000 ° K, work functions from 1 to 8 volts, and Fermi levels from 1 to 1 5 electron
volts. Theoretic electron-number and current densities, energy distributions and fluxes,
and temperatures describe the electrons that escape over and through confining potential
walls• Because the terminated image potential produces higher and wider emission bar-
riers, its current densities fall below those for the ordinary (nonterminated) image po-
tential at identical conditions. Where they apply_ these theories probably bracket real
thermal, field emission, j_. _
INTRODUCTION
The calculations of this paper predict properties of thermal, field emission impeded
by a barrier with an image potential that terminates at the Fermi level on the surface of
the emitter (TIP) (ref. 1). These theoretic electron-number and current densities,
energy distributions and fluxes, temperatures, and barrier dimensions reveal supra-
barrier and intrabarrier emission effects. To reach regions of thermal, field emission
where simple theories probably apply as well as where they are generally used, the re-
sults spread over fields from 106 to 108 volts per centimeter, temperatures from 0° to
3000 ° K, work functions from 1 to 8 volts, and Fermi levels from 1 to 15 electron volts.
Dyke and Dolan (ref. 2) published some similar numbers for the usual nonterminated
image potential (NIP). They sketched energy distributions for a 4.5-volt work function
and tabulated current densities for work functions of 4, 4.5, and 5 volts with fields from
107 to 108 volts per centimeter and temperatures from 0 ° to 3500 ° K.
The NIP andTIP begin and end a series of simple models for emission barriers that
should include an approximation of reality (ref. 1). Therefore, actual thermal, field
electronics probably interpolates the NIP andTIP theories where they hold.
The TIP properties presentedhere came from mathematic processes that were
transcribed in FORTRANby SusanButton andAnnie Easley andare recorded in appen-
dixC.
THEORY
The TIP theory for thermal, field emission describes the escape of electrons over
and through the barrier profiled in figure 1. Its rationale resides in reference 1, which
details the TIP derivation. This section merely summarizes that development; appen-
dix A defines the symbols.



















Here the zero-order term approximates the entire expression adequately for usual work
functions to fields greater than 10 8 volts per centimeter, where tunneling prevails and
the theory fails (ref. 1).
Penetration probabilities for the TIP barrier start with the WKB expression and re-
strictions (ref. 3),






where f(V,e) approximates unity andvaries slowly (ref. 2). Reference1 gives two re-
sults for equation(2), one eachfor the ranges of barrier potentials aboveandbelow the
Fermi level. In these solutions the exponentsinvolve elliptic integrals of the first and
secondkinds andyield values like those tabulated in reference 1.
WhenTIP penetration probabilities (eq. (2))multiply the Sommerfield-Bethe electron
supply function (ref. 4),
mv \1 n(
x
n(vx)dVx -47rm2KT In _ dvx=n(Ex)dex=rrKT(2m'_3/2 1 l+e KT /e de x (3)
h 3 \h2/ El/2
the product predicts tunneling distributions. This intrabarrier effect and the suprabarrier
equation (1) compose the total TIP thermal, field emission.
Properties of the freed electrons depend on emitter characteristics (_, _o, and T)
and the field (E). Average conditions for emitted electrons ((u>) derive from their
velocity distribution function, as the following expression reveals:
(u) = f0°° P(vx)n(Vx)U(Vx)dVx
f0 ° p (Vx)n(Vx) dv x
(4)
This equation integrates both intrabarrier and suprabarrier effects with a penetration
probability EP(Vx) 3 dictated by equation (2) for potentials up to the summit of the barrier
and fixed at unity for energies above that point.
DEFINITIONSFORCOMPUTEDRESULTS
When the information of the previous section was detailed, encoded, and relayed to
the IBM 7094, it poured forth results from equations (2) to (4). In its present state of
learning, the machine integrates numerically the basic penetration expression (eq. (2))
more readily than it stores, interpolates, and dispenses data from tabulations of values
of a function of several variables. Thus, the final solutions for equation (2) and the nu-
meric results from reference 1 were not used in these calculations.
With the FORTRAN statement for TIP calculations (appendix C), the IBM 7094 pro-
duced output sheets typified by figtlre 2 and described in appendix B. These results
comprise emitter conditions (first row); discrete, fractional, and differential properties
for emission (columns); averagecharacteristics (last two rows); and, finally, four plots
of energydistributions of number and current densities (the seventhand eighth columns
against meanvalues of the first column, and the ninth andtenth columns against the sec-
ond column). In the general presentation of results (fig. 3) only the three rows andfour
plots appear, but the graphs also display tabulations of values for abscissaeand ordi-
nates, which for all four plots include the first two and last four columns.
For thesecalculations, escapingelectrons begin in the emitter and endin free space
at the samepotential (fig. 1). Therefore, the tabulated electron properties refer to the
bottom of the conductionband; this potential prohibits no emission and exhibits no over-
all acceleration. Furthermore, the results describe either those internal electrons
aboutto leave or the emitted ones.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
What conditions best test the NIP and TIP models? And where should these simple
theories be used?
A high electric field separates and emphasizes the NIP and TIP effects; they diverge
as tunneling increases, while real thermal, field emission probably falls between them
in the region where image potentials apply. Apparently then, high fields promise a good
evaluation of the NIP and TIP approximations. In fact, most studies compare experi-
ments with theory above 10 7 volts per centimeter.
At 10 7 volts per centimeter, however, NIP and TIP barriers maximize about 5 to
6 angstroms from the emitter face, and at 10 8 volts per centimeter these potentials peak
within 2 angstroms from the surface. In the light of these dimensions the assumption of
the smooth, planar emitter surface stands stark. Where the thickness of the potential
wall nears the size of superficial imperfections, interracial fields, which definitely differ
from those for the assumed flat face, strongly influence the overall shape of the barrier.
Furthermore, high fields probably penetrate the emitter and pull down the bottom of
the conduction band near the boundary (ref. 5). This potential incline draws more elec-
trons toward the surface, where they escape over and through the barrier in greater num-
bers.
In addition, the large currents and steep gradients of conditions near the interface
destroy the approximate equilibrium. Then the Fermi distribution flounders in its repre-
sentation of emitter electrons.
When a high field mobilizes these phenomena, they militate against the reign of the
simple emission models. But when fields reduce to 10 6 volts per centimeter, the NIP and
TIP maximums move 18 to 19 angstroms from the emitter; this distance is several times
TABLE I. - THEORETIC CURRENT DENSITIES FOR THERMAL FIELD
EMISSION WITH 4-VOLT WORK FUNCTION
















Current density, A/cm 2
4.7×103 6.5><103 2.6xi06 5.8><102 1.1×103




the atomic radius, which means that high-field distortions practically disappear. Ob-
viously then, lower fields favor the NIP and TIP theories, but in this region these simple
models coalesce.
This conflict rationalizes the range of results (fig. 3), which span from 106 volts per
centimeter, where field emission hardly appears, to 108 volts per centimeter, where the
TIP model hardly applies. Fermi levels from 1 to 1 5 electron volts and work functions
from 1 to 8 volts cover clean and coated metal emitters, while temperatures from 0 ° to
3000 ° K run the gamut of practical emission from solids.
Between 107 and 108 volts per centimeter, the TIP results correspond to those for
the NIP and Fowler-Nordheim (FN) solutions tabulated in reference 2. Table I compares
current densities obtained with FN (0 ° K), NIP (1000 ° and 3000 ° K), and TIP (0 °, 1000 °,
and 3000 ° K) for a 4-volt work function and fields of 107. 5 and 108 volts per centimeter.
The TIP values fall considerably below those for FN and NIP. Unfortunately in refer-
ence 2 at 108 volts per centimeter, the FN value exceeds the NIP number for 1000 ° K at
108 volts per centimeter, which precludes a valid comparison for 0 ° K.
Table I specifies no Fermi level because the emitter potential appears not to affect
current density. Technically this lacks some part of the truth, as equation (5) indicates:
j = neee <vx) /o /2e2hl/2 f= e Pn(Vx)V x dv x = P((p, E, e x - _)f(T,E x - _t)d(_ x - _t)
= j(gp, T, E, _t) (5)
Except for high fields and low work functions, however, plungingpenetration probabilities
choke off emission at the low-energy endof the distribution before the outward directed
velocities reach zero (Ex - # = -;_) and cut off the electron supply. Therefore, equa-
tion (3) of reference 2, where __o rather than -/_ limits the integration, generally
approximates equation (5) well,
£j _ P(cp, E,E x - _)f(T,E x - _)d¢ x = j(q_,T, E) (6)
But the Fermi level influences other properties of thermal, field emission presented in
figures 2 and 3.
In reference 2 another high-field complication arises when NIP potential maximums
sink below the Fermi level near 10 8 volts per centimeter. Of course, the top of the TIP
barrier cannot slip below the Fermi level because the image and emitter potentials join
at the interface. There is little need to belabor this point further, however, because
fields near 10 8 volts per centimeter overwhelm the NIP and TIP models at every turn.
There remains one apparent anomaly to explain. For the combination of low Fermi
levels and high fields, distribution functions for emitted electrons display a definite dis-
continuity at e x = 0. Although this cutoff always occurs, as equation (5) reveals, emis-
sion usually fades to negligibility well above the barrier bottom. In previous papers
(i. e., ref. 2) no such breaks in emission occur. Those studies refer electron energies
within the emitter to the Fermi level and extend the supply function to plus and minus
infinity in an approximation to ease integration (eq. (6)). That approach requires no
Fermi level, gives no energy flux, and exhibits no discontinuity in emission. In cont-
trast, the present paper specifies the Fermi level, yields complete information on ener-
gies of emitted electrons, and cuts off emission at e x = 0. Appreciable discontinuities
in TIP emission appear, however, only at fields that badly distort the model. No demon-
strable theoretic difficulties appear at conditions suitable for applications of NIP's and
TIP's.
But some problems arise because the calculations and plots are incremental rather
than continuous. First, where significant results occur in regions having Av x similar
in size to v x (at E = I0 8 V/cm and _ = 1 eV), the fidelity of the computing procedure
fails. Again though, this distortion develops only at conditions that preclude the use of TiP
and NIP models. Second, although the distribution functions should yield smooth curves,
some of the graphs look lumpy. This results from inadvertent correlations of computing
and graphing increments that prevent points from scattering randomly about the true mean
tendencies of the plotted functions. Thus, a few curves shift slightly or bend abruptly
where the distributions actually continue smoothly. In any event, tabulations on each of
figures 3 indicate this graphic difficulty and supply proper values of the variables.
After these apologies, the results confer someconveniences. First, the NIP andTIP
theories standas aboutthe only two choicesto predict thermal, field emission; the value
of this observation dependson the viewpoint. Second, realistic situations occur where
neither penetration currents nor the models fail; here the theories submit tractably to ex-
perimental tests. Third, the computed distributions and average results provide bases
for fractional; differential; or gross evaluations of thermal, field emission, using re-
tardation and calorimetry. Fourth, the spread of variables allows interpolation, and the
FORTRAN statement (appendix C) facilitates calculation of results for specific conditions.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although this report records results for fields from 10 6 to 10 8 volts per centimeter,
it cautions that models for thermal, field emission opposed by barriers based solely on
image potentials hold little hope for applicability near the top of this range. While the
NIP and TIP theories may perform poorly between 10 7 and 10 8 volts per centimeter, they
should prove adequate up to 10 6. 5 volts per centimeter. This assumption gains stature
from the good performance of Schottl_'s emission equation at fields near 10 6 volts per
centimeter.
Therefore, experiments to test and attempts to apply these simple models of emitters
should be confined to the low-field region of thermal, field emission. Refined theories
recognizing the surface problems that dominate the potential barrier at high fields must
be developed to predict thermal field emission above 10 7 volts per centimeter.
APPENDIXA
SYMBOLS
























function of parenthasized variables
Planck's constant and h divided by 2_
current density
mass of electron
nonterminated (ordinary) image potential, also emission model, theory,
and other items related to or based on NIP
number densities of emitted and emitter electrons
emitted-electron number density distributions as functions of total
kinetic energy, kinetic energy based on outward directed velocity
components only, outward directed velocity component
penetration probability
emitter temperature
absolute static temperature of an emitted electron beam that maintains
its average velocity and randomizes the other velocity components
around its drift velocity
absolute total temperature of emitted electron beam
terminated image potential, also emission model, theory, and other
items related to or based on TIP
average value of u
a function of v x
potential relative to bottom of conduction band
positive x-directed velocity component
dummy variable for summation over v x






inner and outer turning points on emitter potential barrier (where eV - Cx--0)
÷ -
total kinetic energy of an electron
electron kinetic energy based only on positive x-directed velocity component
















work function, q_, V
Fermi level, p., eV
electron-energy equivalent of top of TIP barrier, eVma x





highest value in each increment of electron kinetic energy based only on
outward (positive-x)directed velocity component, c x = mv_/2, eV
The remaining columnar entries pertain to the mean _x value for
each increment. The form F(VXM) denotes a function of v x computed
for this incremental mean Ex.
average total kinetic energy of an internal electron with
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and when T approached zero,
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X 1, X 2
P(VXM)
PNDV




eV - ¢ x = 0) of TIP barrier, x 1
:F _ E \ eq_/
1 .[fl _l_e2E_12
LeE \ 4_e/j
TIP penetration probability, P(Vx), eq. (2)
fraction of emitted (or about to be emitted) electrons that have positive










where eq. (3) defines n(Vx). The summations proceed through pre-
scribed vx increments.
distributionof emitted electrons as function of kinetic energy based on
positivex-directed velocity component only, electrons/cm3/eV
J(EXVDEX rate of change of emitted current density with kinetic energy based on
positivex-directed velocity component, A/cm2/eV
=pn< x Vxe=[ C X ]CVXM e
de x
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As (_ - Ex)/t_r grows large, _ (_ _ EX)/2 , and(Eyz)EX
d_ x KT(1) t _-_ /
dET _ - EX
2
or
As (E x . _)/gr grows large, (eyz_ - _r, and
E x
EX- ___. EX-___
de xx . = 1
de T KT
or
deT d gT) = 1
de x de x (Ex +





These functions of total kinetic energy PN(ET) and J(ET)/DET are
distributions of electrons emitted because of positive x-directed velocity
components only, not because of total velocities.
Last Two Rows
Under the columns lie two rows of averaged results obtained as summed approxima-
tions of equation (4). Although the emitter electron number density (NEM) appears first,











electron number density within emitter, complete integration of eq. (3),
nero, electrons/am 3
number density of the emitted electrons, the effective integration of
product eqs. (2) and (3)over all Vx, nee , electrons/am 3
average velocity of emitted electrons, eq. (4) with u(v x) = v x, (Vx),
am/sea
average kinetic energy based on x-directed velocity components of
emitted electrons, eq. (4) with U(Vx)= mv_/2, (Ex)= m<v2>/2, eV/
electron
average flow of kinetic energy based on x-directed velocity components
3
of emitted electrons, eq. (4) with U(Vx) = mv_/2, (Vxex> = m<Vx)/2,
(eV)(cm)/sec/electron
current density of emitted electrons, j = neee<Vx>, A/cm 2
average total kinetic energy of emitted electrons, eq. (4) with
, (e T) = (£x + {eyz) 7, eV/electron
U(Vx) = ex + (eyZ>ex £X
average flow of total kinetic energy of emitted electrons, eq. (4) with
U(Vx) = Vx(e x + (eyz> ), (VxeT> = <mv_/2 + v x <eyz> >, (eV)(cm)/
£X £X
sea/electron
total temperature of emitted electron stream, T O = 2( _T >/3 K, OK
static temperature of emitted electrons radomized about drift velocity
(Vx>, W D = 2((ew>-m<Vx)2/2)/3K, OK
14
Plots
The machine plotted the last four columns of each tabulated set, PN(EX) against
EPSX, J(EX)/DEX against EPSX, PN(ET) against EPST, and J(ET)/DET against EPST,
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EXTERNAL FORMUL& NU_RCR SOURCE _TATFMFNT - INTERNAL FnpMtJLA NUMBEP(_)
DELTVXfN+I) = V_(N+I) - VX(N)
MFAN VALUE OF EPSLDN AND VX





COMPUTE M/2 * VXM _.3





SUMVX = INDIVIDUAl SUWS , SUMVXI= TOTAL SUM TO INFINITY
SUMVXI = O.D







C3NSTA = (AMU(J) - E}SLNM(N|) / (8.&I727F-5 * T(II}
IF fCONSTA} 126,126,1_0
126 IF (ABS(CONSTA)-Q8.02R) 132,132,128
128 RVX(N) = 0.0
G_ TD ]40
130 IF(CONSTA-R8.028) I32,]_2,134
132 PART? = DLOGfl.ODO+OFXP(CnNSTA))
GO T3 136
134 PART2 = CONSTA
136 IF (PART_I 13q,138,13q
138 P_RT2 = OEXPICONSTA)
13q RVX(N} = PA_T*P&RT2/(_ARTI**2)/P&RTI
140 IF (N-I) I_2,142,1#4
142 SUMVXll) = _VX(l!
GO TO 146
144 SUMVX{N) = SUMVX(N-I) + RVX(N)


























162 IF (T(I)) 200,_50,200





2IO XMIN = O.O
































GO T9 260 ,126
KJ = 0 .127
ENTF(N) = SIMPSI(XMIN,XMAX,AINT,KJ) .12R
IF (ABS(CONSTIINI) - RR. O2R) 250,260,2_3 ,I2q
EYIIN) : ENTE(N) I CONSTI(N) 130
GO T_ 260 131
OEN(N) = &LOG(I.O + EXP(CONSTI|N))) 132
EYZ(N) : ENTE(N) / DEN(N) 133
EPST|N) = EYZ(N) + EPSLNM)N) [34
GO T3 330 135
AX(N) = (FP_LNM|N}-_MU[J))I[AKAPPA_T(I|) I_6
TEMIN) : EXP(__LOAT(JKI_&X{N))f_LOAT(JK,JK | 137
DFNO_(N) = EXD(_FLO_T(jK)_AX(N))/_IOATIJK ) 138
IF [TEMIN)) _80,320,280 13q
IF (MOD(JK,?)) 2qO,30n,2 aO 140
SUMT = SIJMT + TFM(N) l_l
SUMN = SLJMN + _ENOM(N) ,142
GO TO 310 ,143
_00 SUMT = _UmT - TEM(N) ,_44
SLJMN : SUMN - DENqMIN} ,145
_10 JK : JK + I ,146
GO TO 270 ,147
320 EYTIN) = (AKAPPA_T(1)) _{SI, JMT / £U_N) ,148
EPST(N) = FYZ(N) • FPSLNM(N) ,14g
,150
_0 CONTINUE
GO TO 370 ,152
350 nO _60 N = I,NN ,153
EP_T|N) = (AMU(J} + EPSLNM(N)| / 2.0 ,154
160 CONTINUE ,1,55
_70 nO 380 N = I,NN




START CAlCULaTION _F _(N) AND OM(N)
,15g
_O 650 N = I,NN ,161
IF (E(M)) 400,570,400 ,16_
400 A=EPSLNM(N) ,163
410 BET& =(_MU(J)+PHI|K)-&) ,164
IF (_V_q&X - EPSLNM(N)) 560,470,470 ,16_




















00 510 L = 1,10L
CHFCK=I.O-(E(M)*X(L) IRFTA)-ESQROI(BETA*I$.3*X(L) +E_ORO/PHIIK))}
[FICHECK) 4Ro•_qo,4go
480 ARG(L) = 0.0
GO TO 500
4qO ARG(LI=SORT|CHECK)
500 X(L+[| = X(L) +ANTVL















Silo ON(N) = O.O
GO TO _O0




SUNDV = INOVIDUAL SU_S OF _(VXM|NIVXN)OELTAVX






DO 750 N = I,NN
ONVXN(Nt=DM(N)eRVX(N|
IF IN-I) 700,700,710
700 SUMOV(1) = ONVXN(I)
GO T_ 770
710 SUMOV(N) = SUNOV(N-I) + ONVXM(N|
720 SUMOVI = SUMOVI + DNVXMIN)
750 CONTINUF




































































EXTERNAL FORMtJL& NUWRFR - SOURCF STArEqFNT
SUMTEN=O.O
DO 850 N = I•NN




DO 900 N = I,NN




DD qSO N = ItNN





DO IO00 N = 2,NN
SKFTAV|N) = EPST(N) t (SIXINI-SIX(N-]))
KETAV = KETAV + SKFT&VfN)
CONTINUE
KETFL = O
nO 1050 N = 2•NN
$KETFLIN)= VX_|NItEPST(N)t(_IX(N)-SIXIN-I)i
KFTFL = KETFL • SKETFL(N)
CONTINUE
THIRT = J
TZFRO • TO • NEM
THIRT = SUMDVI*SUMTEN*I.6OSE-Iq
TTFR3 = 2.0 $ KET&V / 13.O * AKAPPA)
TD = 2.0 • (KET&V -&CON* SUHTEN*_?/2.O) I (_.0 $ AK&PPA|
OONE=SUWOVI=I2.0, B.61727E-5$TIII*SU_TEN/3._ _ _JMTW)
OTWg=QONE*I.602F-IgI4. tB4
NEu = _.0 * SUMVXI
PNEX • JEXO
PNFT • JETO





IF (EONSTI(N)! IllO,lllO, ll_O
IF(ASSICONSTI(N))-17. OOO! II_O•II_3,IISO
IFiC3NSTIIN]-RS.028| I14n•I|60,II_0
PNET(N) = 2.n _PNEX(N|
JETD(N) = 2.0 *JFX_(N}
_ T_ 1200










































































Na = NSTOP - NCOUNT _1
P([)=NP
CALL SCALF (NP,Y(NC_UNT),KRSTR)
CALL PLOTXY (X(NCnUNT),Y (NCnUNT),KODE,P)
WRITE (&,It}
IT FORMAT (2HPL956X,17HPN(EX) VS. EPSLnN)
W_ITE(6_IO)





CALL PLOTXY (XA(NCnUNT)_YA (NCOUNT),KnnE,P|
WRITF(5,2Z)
2! _OOM&T (_HPL,5?X,15HPN(FT) VS. EAST|
WRITF(6,|O)







_l FORMAT I2HPL,53X,22HJIF_|IDELEX VS. EPSLON)
WRITF(_,I_)





CALL PLOTXY (XCINCOUNT),YE (NCOUNT),KOOE_P)
W_ITE (_,411



















































CALL ON OBJECT PROGRAM
OBJECT PROGRAM
1. DECK eMA|NJNe
2. DECK IAINT '
3. DECK 'PLOTL e
6o SUBR I.IBSYSe
5o SUBR eoLRCONI
6. SUBR •.|OEX g
7o SUBR IoJBCONe
B. SUBR •.LXCON e
9. SUBR •.IOOEF I
10. SUBR •.IOCSF'
11. SUBR •.LXSL •
12. SUBR •.FPTRP •
13. SUBR •.ERAS. •
16. SUBR tFOUT '
15. SUBR 'FCNV '
16. SUBR 'FIOS t
17° SUBR IFIOH '
IB° SUBR •FSEL '
19. SUBR 'FNRO '
20. SUBR •FROD •
21. SUBR 'UNO5 •
22. SUBR 'UNO6 '
23° SUBR 'FLOG •
26. SUBR •FXPF •
25. SUBR •FSQR •
26. SUBR •FXP2 •
27. SUBR •FXP3 '
28. SUBR •.IOE. "
29. SUBR '.IOE56 •
30. SUBR •.LOGER •
31. SUBR •.NGDEF • •
32o SUBR *.RWDOE*
33. SUBR '.SQRTN • *
36. SUBR e°TLEXP'
35° SUBR •°XEXP •

















































39= SUBR eKHAR •
40. SUBR eSCALE =
41. SUBR 'FDXP e
42. SUBR "DLOGIO =
63. SUBR eFDXI •
44. SUBR °SIMPSI' *
45. SUBR *FNTGRL w *











(= -- INSERTIONS OR DELETIONS MADE IN THiS DECK]
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Emitter • / / Free space
Bottomof conductionband/ _ x
/ \




9.4C000E O0 q.67500E O0 O.
_.5000CE O0 _.72500E O0 O.
9o52000E O0 q.7550OE O0 O.
_.5400GE O0 _.?65GOE O0 O.
%.560CCE O0 q.?75OOE O0 O.
S.§EOOOE O0 9.78500E CO O.
_.600COE O0 _.TqSOOE O0 O.
9o6200CE O0 9.80500E O0 O.
9.640CCE O0 _o81500E O0 Oo
qo66000E O0 _.82500E CO O.
_.68000E O0 _.835COE O0 O.
9.7000CE O0 9.86500E O0 O.
9o72000E O0 _.8550CE O0 O.
So76000E O0 %.86500E O0 O.
9.7600GE O0 So87500E O0 O.
q.7800CE O0 _.88500E O0 O.
9.800COE O0 _.89500E O0 O.
9o82000E O0 qogOSOOE O0 O.
_.8400GE O0 q.qlSOOE O0 O.
_.860CCE O0 9o92500e oo Oo
9.SEOGGE O0 _.93500E O0 O.
_.qOOOOE O0 9._4500E O0 O.
9o92000E O0 9._55CCE O0 Oo
9.940C0E O0 9o_6500E O0 Oo
9o96000e oo 9.97500E O0 C.
q.98000E O0 9.98500E CO O.
I.O0000E Ol 9o99500E O0 O.
NeM = 0.14365732E 24
J = 0.113108E-13
E = O.ICO00002E 08 PHI = _.00 AHU = 10.00 EVHAX = 12.8901
XI X2 P(VXM) PNOV PN(EX} J(EX|/OEX PN|ET) J|FT)/DET
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